1. TO KNOW THERE IS A GOD.

The 613 by Archie Rand is organized by the Memorial Art Gallery (MAG) of the University of Rochester and Joan Brookbank Projects in collaboration with the artist, Archie Rand. The MAG presentation is made possible through underwriting by the Max and Marian Farash Charitable Foundation. Mr. Rand is the recipient of the 2020 Farash Fellowship for the Advancement of Jewish Humanities and Culture.
44. NOT TO PROPHESIZE FALSELY IN GOD’S NAME.
111. NOT TO EAT ANYTHING CONTAINING LEAVEN DURING PASSOVER.
236. NOT TO CROSSBREED ANIMALS.

The 613 by Archie Rand is organized by the Memorial Art Gallery (MAG) of the University of Rochester and Joan Brookbank Projects in collaboration with the artist, Archie Rand. The MAG presentation is made possible through underwriting by the Max and Marian Farash Charitable Foundation. Mr. Rand is the recipient of the 2020 Farash Fellowship for the Advancement of Jewish Humanities and Culture.
501. NOT TO INSULT OR HARM ANYBODY WITH WORDS.